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professional body.
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1. Introduction
1.1

In promoting and safeguarding the Trust’s reputation and standing within the local
community, with customers and suppliers and with service users and carers it is the
Trust’s policy that the professional and social conduct of staff reflects the highest
standards of personal integrity, and that the business affairs of the Trust are
conducted in a moral, honest manner and in full compliance with all legal
requirements.

1.2

Public Sector employees must be impartial and honest in the conduct of business.
The Bribery Act 2010 came into force on 1 July 2011 and it reforms the criminal law
of bribery, making it easier to tackle this offence proactively in the public and private
sectors. The Act repeals the UK’s existing anti-corruption legislation which includes
the Prevention of Corruption Acts of 1906 and 1916 and the common law offence of
bribery.

1.3

Bribery is generally defined as giving someone a financial or other advantage to
encourage that person to perform their functions or activities improperly or to reward
that person for having already done so.

1.4

NHS organisations are included in the Bribery Act’s definition of “relevant commercial
organisation” and they are required to put in place adequate preventative procedures
in respect of acts of bribery and corruption by persons associated with them in the
course of their work.

1.5

Under the ‘Standards of Business Conduct for NHS Staff HSG(93)5’ the Trust is
required to develop a policy on Standards of Business Conduct for all employees.

2. Regulatory background
2.1

The way that the Trust carries out its day to day business is determined by a number
of regulatory documents. The three key documents are the:
• Standing Orders, which set out how the Trust Board and senior management
team should conduct the business of the Trust, including the composition of the
Trust Board, the management of meetings of the Trust Board, appointment of subcommittees, duties and obligations of members of the Trust Board, and
arrangements for the delegation of authorities and responsibilities to executive
directors and managers of the Trust.
• Standing Financial Instructions (SFIs), which describe the way that the
transactions of the Trust should be carried out, including the role and
responsibilities of the Trust Board, Chief Executive, Director of Finance and all
members of staff. The SFIs identify the role of audit and regulations regarding the
production of the Trust’s annual financial accounts and the management of cash
and bank accounts. In addition, the SFIs record, in detail, the way that contracting
in general; and tendering for goods and services, in particular, is required to be
managed.
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• Scheme of Delegations, which identifies the authorities and duties delegated to
Board members, executive directors and budget holders. This scheme is
supported by a more detailed structure of delegated responsibilities, which
identifies delegations in more detail and identifies responsible officers and
responsibilities and authorities down to account code level.
2.2

In addition, the Trust has adopted a document, called the ‘Standards of Business
Conduct Guidance’, which describes the standards of personal and professional
behaviour that all NHS employees are expected to adhere to. These Standards use
Health Service Guidelines (HSG(93)5) and the Code of Code for NHS Managers 2002
as the core guidance to be followed. These guidelines describe the standards to be
followed in respect of potential conflicting interests, including the receipt of gifts and
hospitality.

3. Public Service Values
3.1

Public service values must be at the heart of the National Health Service. High
standards of corporate and personal conduct based on a recognition that patients
come first, have been a requirement throughout the NHS since its inception.
Moreover, since the NHS is publically funded, it must be accountable to Parliament
for the services it provides and for effective use of taxpayers money.

3.2

There are three fundamental public service values underpinning the NHS and all
public sector work as specified by the NHS Code of Conduct for Boards published by
the NHS Executive in April 1994, these are:
Accountability - Everything done by those who work in the organisation must
be able to stand the tests of parliamentary scrutiny, public judgments on
propriety and professional codes of conduct.
Probity – There should be an absolute standard of honesty in dealing with the
assets of the NHS; Integrity should be at the heart of all personal conduct in
decisions affecting patients, staff and suppliers, and in the use information
acquired in the course of NHS duties.
Openness – there should sufficient transparency about NHS activities to
promote confidence between the Trust, service users and the public.

3.3

Responsibilities of Managers
Managers should ensure that all staff are aware of this guidance and that copies of
are made available to new members of staff during their induction.
Managers should ensure that where a conflict of interest or hospitality received is
made known to the manager, or indeed where the manager has a conflict of interest,
precise details of such interests are recorded in writing and sent electronically to the
Board Secretary, Chief Executive’s office for entry in the interests and gifts/hospitality
register. Declarations may be made in person, or electronically to plhtr.interest@nhs.net or plh-tr.hospitality@nhs.net.
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Managers should ensure compliance with the professional standards of the Institute
of Purchasing and Supply, where they or their staff are in contact with suppliers and
contractors, including external consultants. Areas of particular concern relate to those
staff who are authorised to sign purchase orders or place orders for goods or
services. Guidance can be found in Appendix 1.
3.4

Responsibilities to staff
Staff are expected to:
• Ensure that the interests of the patients remain paramount at all times;
• Be impartial and honest in the conduct of their official business; and
• Use the public funds entrusted to them to the best advantage of the service,
always ensuring value for money.
It is also the responsibility of staff to ensure that they do not:
•

Abuse their official position for personal gain or to benefit their friends and
family; and

•

Seek to advantage or further provide business or other interests in the course of
their official duties.

3.5

The definition of staff relates to all employees of the Trust, agency and contract staff.

4.

Gifts and hospitality

4.1

Staff, across the Trust, could be offered gifts or hospitality at any time and from any
outside source. Small gifts might include pens, mugs, diaries and calendars. Minor
hospitality can include hosted lunches and subsidised attendance at sponsored
events. All such transactions are subject to the Trust’s formal regulations.

4.2

A gift is defined as any item of cash or goods, or any services, which is provided for
personal benefit at less than its commercial value.

4.3

Personal gifts from patients/public
Staff must not accept cash offered to them personally. They may however accept
flowers, chocolates or small tokens of gratitude which have a low intrinsic value (such
as pens, diaries or calendars).
Modest hospitality, such as lunches in the course of work visits, may be acceptable
provided that it is of a similar scale to that which the Trust would offer.
All other offers of gifts and hospitality should be politely declined. If staff are in doubt
they should seek advice from their line manager.
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Declarations of gifts or hospitality may be reported by email
plh-tr.hospitality@nhs.net to the Board Secretary, Chief Executive’s Office, or by
making a personal entry in the Hospitality Register held by the Board Secretary.
4.4

Donations
If patients or members of the public wish to make donations in the form of cash or
cheques, they should be asked if they would like to make a contribution to the
appropriate ward/department charitable fund. A receipt must be issued for any
donated sums of money, cheques or gift vouchers given and if possible a letter of
thanks sent to the donor. If the donor is a tax payer then consideration must be given
to gift aid at the time of the donation. In addition staff must be receptive and sensitive
to the donors wishes. Further information can be found in the Trust Charitable Funds
Procedures document on the Trust’s document drive. Guidance can be obtained from
the Charitable Funds Accountant or from the Board Secretary.

4.4

Business gifts offered by contractors and potential contractors, other than items of very
small intrinsic value such as business diaries or calendars, should not be accepted.

4.5

Hospitality
Hospitality that is normal and reasonable in the circumstances, such as lunches in the
course of working visits, which are to a scale that an NHS employer would be likely to
offer, need not necessarily be refused. All other offers should be politely and firmly
declined.
Again, it is possible that staff members will find themselves in a position where they
feel pressured to accept inappropriate hospitality, such as an expensive lunch, or
evening meal, at short notice, where approval from line managers cannot be gained in
advance. In this case, staff should consider whether they would be willing to pay for
the hospitality themselves. If the answer to this is no, the offer must be refused,
regardless of the impact of the refusal on working relationships.
Any hospitality received, other then working lunches/meals must be declared to the
Board Secretary, either by email plh-tr.hospitality@nhs.net or by making a personal
entry in the Hospitality Register.

4.6

Staff should decline all other offers of gifts, hospitality or entertainment. The guiding
principle is that you must not accept gifts, hospitality or other benefits of any kind from
a third party, which might be seen to compromise your personal and professional
integrity. Corruptly soliciting or receiving any gift or favour is a criminal offence. If in
doubt they should seek advice from their line manager.

5.

Commercial sponsorship

5.1

Commercial sponsorship of staff to attend courses or conferences and sponsorship of
Trust posts, or other work, by a commercial organisation may be acceptable.
However, formal permission must be received, in advance, from the Trust. This
specifically relates to offers from suppliers (e.g. drug companies) for clinical staff to
events both in the UK and abroad with an educational remit. In these cases
permission to attend will not be unreasonably withheld as long as there is no clear link
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with any procurement decision. The employee must seek permission in advance from
their manager, who must be satisfied that acceptance will not compromise purchasing
decisions in any way. Acceptance of sponsorship must be reported to plhtr.hospitality@nhs.net for inclusion in the hospitality registrar, or a personal entry made
in the Hospitality Register.
5.2

Commercial Sponsorship for in-house conferences or courses; and for printing and
publication of patient information must also be declared.

5.3

Sponsorship for the whole or any part of a post must receive prior approval from the
Director of Finance and such approval should only be given after the sponsor has
been advised in writing that the sponsorship can have no effect on the Trust’s
purchasing decisions.

6.

Preferential treatment in private transactions

6.1

Staff must not seek or accept preferential rates or benefits in kind in private
transactions carried out with Companies with which they have had, or may have,
official dealings on behalf of the Trust.
This does not apply to schemes introduced for the benefit of all staff, such as NHS
staff benefit schemes.

7.

Potential scenarios

7.1

The following list describes a number of potential situations that staff might face; and
the Trust’s expectations of how staff should respond to them:
• You receive an invitation to a prestigious event (sporting, film, music,
theatre, special conference, product launch etc). This cannot be accepted. In
some circumstances you might wish to agree to attend on the proviso that you
meet the costs yourself. However, tickets to such events are often ‘valued’ at
significantly higher than the face value on the ticket. In all cases, the invitation
must be discussed with your manager; and the decision must be agreed in
advance with the Director of Governance.
• You are offered an item of equipment, for a trial period, after which it may, or
may not, be reclaimed. In these circumstances you must regard this as an
attempt to influence decisions and reject the offer and report it to your line
manager. The offer can be passed on to the Procurement Department, so that it
can be considered under approved, formal trial procurement arrangements.
• A local firm (eg car repairs, electricians, plumbers), which is used by the
Trust, on a regular basis, offers you a special, personal discount for any
work that you might want done at home. This must not be accepted and the
offer must be reported to your line manager. If the same discount arrangement is
offered to all staff, through an approved NHS staff discount scheme, it can be
accepted.
• A representative of a medical supplies company, which has regular dealings
with the Trust, invites you out for an evening meal at a top local hotel. This
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must not be accepted and the offer must be reported to your line manager. NHS
organisations would not expect to use such facilities.
7.2

If in doubt, refuse offers of gifts and hospitality.

8

Declaration of interests

8.1

The regulations are clear that public sector employees should not allow themselves to
be influenced in, or to exert anti-competitive, or biased influence in the business
decisions of the Trust. All staff are expected to declare, in advance, any interests that
they have, that might be seen to impact on their impartiality in business decision
making.

8.2

Where the potential conflict of interests is clearly going to become relevant at some
time, this must be reported and recorded in advance, most likely on appointment.
Where the conflict of interests becomes apparent in specific circumstances, such as
the negotiation of a particular contract for services, the staff member must report the
conflict immediately and take no further role in the decision making process.

8.3

Staff must declare whether they or any close relative, partner or associate has any
dealings with private companies, partnership, charity, voluntary organisation, public
sector or any other statutory organisation/body associate with the Trust or may
compete for a NHS contract for either goods or services to the employing Trust. Any
such interest must be declared on starting employment or on subsequent acquisition
of the interest to plh-tr.interests@nhs.net or a personal entry made in the Register of
Interests.

8.4

All NHS staff are responsible for ensuring that they do not get into a position whereby
they risk, or could be perceived to risk, conflict between their private interests and their
NHS duties. In determining what needs to be declared guidance for staff can be found
in Appendix 2.

8.5

Personal relationships
The Trust values and relies upon the professional integrity of relationships
between members of staff. In order that Trust business is conducted and
perceived to be conducted in a professional and proper manner it is necessary
to recognise personal relationships which overlap with professional ones.
Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust has the “Managing Close Personal Relationships at
Work” policy which informs staff of the requirement to declare such relationships.

8.6

As the guidance above shows, there needs to be an objective assessment of whether
an outside interest, either direct, or by association, is sufficiently significant to be
perceived as being in conflict with the Trust’s best interests. If there is any doubt, the
interest should be reported formally to line management.

8.7

Where it is decided that the potential conflict is significant, this must be recorded
formally in the Trust’s Register of Interests. All declaration of interests must be made
by email to the Board Secretary, Chief Executive’s Office at plh-tr.interests@nhs.net
or a personal entry made in the Register of Interests.
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9.

Secondary Employment

9.1

Secondary Employment is any additional employment within the Trust which is over
and above the contracted hours (this includes NHS Professionals and Internal Bank).
Secondary employment also includes any additional work employees and clinicians
undertake or are planning to undertake for another employer or work undertaken as a
self employed person or as the partner of a self employed person.

9.2

For the duration of their employment with the Trust all staff should not engage in any
outside employment which could adversely affect their ability to perform their normal
contractual obligations, or which may involve the use of any confidential or
commercial information obtained in the course of employment within the Trust.

9.3

Secondary employment must not conflict with the regulations laid down in the
working time directive. Employees must ensure that they are not working in excess of
an average of 48 hours per week.

9.4

Further information on secondary employment and how to declare any employment
can be found in the Trust’s Secondary Employment policy.

10.

Awarding of contracts

10.1 Staff who are in contact with suppliers and contractors, particularly if they are
authorised to sign purchase orders, specify, negotiate or place contracts for goods,
services or materials, must adhere to the professional standards laid down in the
ethical code of the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) – See
Appendix 1.
10.2 Competition between prospective contractors or suppliers must be fair and open. No
organisation may be given an advantage over its competitors with each new contract
being awarded solely on merit.
10.3 Care must be taken to ensure that any information which could be deemed
‘commercial in confidence’ and which might prejudice the principle of a purchasing
system based on fair competition is not disclosed. This applies to where private
competitors or other NHS providers are concerned. This practice should not,
however, be too restrictive. The term does not apply to things such as service
delivery and activity levels, which should be publically available. This should also not
affect the free exchange of data for medical audit purposes.
10.4 Invitations to tender will include advice to tenderers of the potential consequences of
offering inducements to Trust employees.
10.5

The European Union (EU) Procurement Directives and the Regulations that implement
them in the UK set out the law on public procurement. Their purpose is to open up the
public procurement market and to ensure the free movement of goods and services
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within the EU. Furthermore, Government has set out the need for greater
transparency across its operations to enable the public to hold public bodies and
politicians to account. This Transparency agenda has implications for the publication
of public sector contract and spend information. To ensure compliance with these
laws and policies the Trust expects all Procurement activity relating to the purchase of
goods and services to be directed through the Head of Procurement and Logistics.

11.

Private practice

11.1 Consultants are permitted to engage in private practice subject to the conditions
outlined in A Code of Conduct for Private Practice - Recommended Standards of
Practice for NHS Consultants – January 2004.
11.2 The Consultant is responsible for ensuring that the provision of Private Professional
Services or Fee Paying Services for other organisations does not:
o Result in detriment of NHS patients and services
o Diminish the public resources that are available for the NHS
11.3 The consultant will inform his or her clinical manager of any regular commitments in
respect of Private Professional Services of Fee Paying Services. This information will
include the planned locations, timing and broad type of work involved. The
Consultant will disclose this information at least annually as part of the Job Plan
Review. The Consultant will provide information in advance about any significant
changes to this information.
11.4 Other grades may undertake private practice or work for outside agencies, providing
they do not do so within the time they are contracted to the NHS, and they observe
the conditions outlined in section 9 above.
12.

Conduct in the work environment
Each employee must comply with the Trust’s policies ensuring that there is an
environment free of discrimination and harassment based on race, sexual orientation,
colour, national or ethnic origin, religion, marital status, family status, age or
disability. Harassment may occur in a variety of ways and may, in some
circumstances, be unintentional. Regardless of intent, such conduct is not
acceptable.

13.

References
•
•
•
•
•

The Bribery Act 2010;
Standards of Business Conduct for NHS Staff HSG(93)5;
Ethical Code of the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS);
A Guide to the Management of Private Practice in the NHS PM(79) 11;
Trust Disciplinary Procedure;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Charitable Funds Procedures;
Secondary Employment Policy;
Managing Close Personal Relationships at Work policy and
Counter Fraud Policy
Standard of Business Conduct Guidance
Whistleblowing policy
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Appendix 1
INSTITUTE OF PURCHASING AND SUPPLY – ETHICAL CODE
(Reproduced by kind permission of CIPS)
Introduction
1.

The code set out below was approved by the institute’s Council on 26th February
1977 and is binding on all CIPS members.

Precepts
2.

Members shall never use their authority or office for personal gain and shall seek to
uphold and enhance the standing of the Purchasing and Supply profession and the
Institute by :2.1

Maintaining an unimpeachable standard of integrity in all their business
relationships both inside and outside the organisations in which they are
employed;

2.2

Fostering the highest possible standards of professional competence amongst
those for whom are responsible;

2.3

Optimising the use of resource for which they are responsible to provide the
maximum benefit to their employing organisation;

2.4

Complying with both the letter and the spirit of:i. The law of the country in which they practice;
ii. Such guidance on professional practice as may be issued by the institute
from time to time;
iii. Contractual obligations; and

2.5

Rejecting any business practice which might reasonably be deemed improper.

Guidance
3.

In applying these precepts, members should follow the guidance set out below:
3.1

Declaration of interest. Any personal interest which may impinge or might
reasonably be deemed by others to impinge on a member’s impartiality in any
matter relevant to his or her duties should be declared;
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3.2

Confidentiality and accuracy of information. The confidentiality of information
received in the course of duty should be respected and should never be used
for personal gain;

3.3

Competition. Whilst bearing in mind the advantages to a member’s employing
organisation of maintaining a continuing relationship with a supplier, any
relationship which might, in the long term, prevent the effective operation of
fair competition, should be avoided;

3.4

Business Gifts. Business gifts, other than items of very small intrinsic value
such as business diaries or calendars, should not be accepted;

3.5

Hospitality. Modest hospitality is an accepted courtesy of a business
relationship. However, the recipient should not allow him or herself to reach a
position whereby he or she might be deemed by others to have been
influenced in making a business decision as a consequence of accepting such
hospitality; the frequency and scale hospitality accepted should not be
significantly greater than the recipient’s employer would be likely to provide in
return; and

3.6

When it is not easy to decide between what is and is not acceptable in terms
of gifts or hospitality, the offer should be declined or advice sought from the
member’s superior.
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Appendix 2
STANDARDS OF BUSINESS CONDUCT – SHORT GUIDE FOR STAFF
Do
9

Make sure you understand the guidelines on standards of business conduct,
and consult your line manager if you are not sure;

9

Make sure you are not in a position where your private interest and NHS
duties may conflict;

9

Declare to your employer any relevant interests. If in doubt ask yourself:
o

Am I, or might I be, in a position where I (or my family/friends) could gain
from the connection between my private interests and my employment?

o

Do I have access to information which could influence purchasing
decisions?

o

Could my outside interests be in any way detrimental to the NHS or to the
patient’s interests?

o

Do I have any other reason to think I may be risking a conflict of interest?

Examples of Non Declarable Items
Occasional box of chocolates
Calendar/diaries
Similar items of low intrinsic value
Examples of Declarable Items
Offers of cash (donations)
A partner / close relative who manages a nursing home
Shares in a company which supplies goods or services to the Trust
If still unsure – Declare it!
9

Adhere to the ethical code of the Institute of Purchasing and Supply if you are
involved in any way the acquisition of goods and services;

9

Seek the Trust’s permission before taking on outside work (special guidance
applies to doctors);

9

Obtain the Trust’s permission before accepting any commercial sponsorship
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Do not
×

Accept any gifts, inducements or inappropriate hospitality;

×

Abuse your past or present official position to obtain preferential rates for
private deals;

×

Unfairly advantage one competitor over another or show favouritism in
awarding contracts; and

×

Misuse, make available or benefit from official ‘commercial in confidence’
information.
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Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trusts
Hospitality Register
2011

Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trusts
Hospitality Register
2012

Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trusts
Hospitality Register
2013

Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trusts
Hospitality Register
2014

Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trusts
Hospitality Register
2015

REF DATE DECLARED
1
14.01.16
2
15.01.16
3
17.01.16
4
20.02.16
5
18.02.16
6
21.01.16
7
25.01.16
8
25.01.16
9
26.01.16
10
26.01.16
11
26.01.16
12
26.01.16
13
26.01.16
14
27.01.16
15
28.01.16
16
28.01.16
17
29.01.16
18
05.02.16
19
05.02.16
20
05.02.16
21
08.02.16
22
09.02.16
23
09.02.16
24
16.02.16
25
23.02.16
26
03.03.16
27
09.03.16
28
15.03.16
29
16.03.16
30
23.03.16
31
23.03.16
32
06.11.15
33
30.03.16
34
30.03.16
35
30.03.16
36
01.04.16
37
31.03.16
38
06.04.16
39
07.04.16
40
11.04.16
41
14.04.16
42
19.04.16
43
14.04.16
44
14.04.16
45
18.04.16
46
26.04.16
47
18.04.16
48
21.04.16
49
21.04.16
50
25.04.16
51
26.04.16
52
27.04.16
53
27.04.16
54
27.04.16
55
27.04.16
56
27.04.16
57
27.04.16
58
27.04.16
59
27.04.16
60
27.04.16
61
27.04.16
62
27.04.16
63
27.04.16
64
27.04.16
65
27.04.16
66
27.04.16
67
27.04.16
68
27.04.16
69
27.04.16
70
27.04.16
71
27.04.16
72
27.04.16
73
25.04.16
74
08.04.16
75
29.04.16
76
03.05.16
77
04.05.16
78
10.05.16
79
10.05.16
80
10.05.16
81
10.05.16
82
10.05.16
83
10.05.16
84
10.05.16
85
11.05.16
86
14.05.16
87
16.05.16
88
23.06.16
89
17.05.16
90
18.05.16
91
18.05.16
92
23.05.16
93
24.05.16
94
26.05.16
95
26.05.16
96
26.05.16
97
26.05.16
98
26.05.16
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DECLARATION MADE

FROM OR FUNDED BY

Mug, memory stick, bag, box biscuits, mousemat
Thame Laboratories
Invited/accepted a place on a course on Spinal cord Stimulators. The course is in Budapest, 16-18.03.16
Boston Scientific
Attendance at AAGBI WSM 2016 in London, including travel, one night accommodation and free attendance
AAGBI
Regular guest lecturer on study days. No fees paid but refreshments and travel costs met, including accommodation for BAMRR conferences
BAMRR, Eden Learning, In Health
Sponsorship to attend study days, conferences for self and others
See email dated 18.01.16 in file
Travel expenses funded to attend NICE Quality Standard Advisory Committee meeting in Manchester, 20.01.16
NICE
Conference attendance, including travel and accommodation in Vienna
Gilead
Attendance at home parenteral nutrition workshop in Paris
Bbraun
Attendance at conference 22-24.10.15 in Newcastle, including conference fee, 3 nights accommodation and travel
ResMed
Accommodation to attend free study day in London on 24.09.15
ResMed
Sandwich lunch provided during visit to update paediatric dietitians on new formula milks
Nestle
Cost of module, accommodation and travel to undertake MSc Reproductive Medicine Embryo Transfer Module, 9-11.02.16
Smiths Medical
Cost of courses, accommodation and travel, 6-8.06.16
Finox Biotech
Registration, travel and accommodation for conference in Athens
EFSUMB
Travel expenses for site visit to Mawdsley's Overlabelling in Doncaster on 04.02.16 for supplier development
Mawdsleys
Lunch at Chloe's restaurant, Plymouth, funded by Name removed Price Waterhouse Cooper at cost of £30 for the two
PWC
Accommodation and evening meal funded by Procedure Pack Provider for factory visit
Unisurge
Travel, subsistence and accommodation for self and anotherto attend Southern Nurse Training Day 25.02.16
Nevro
Registration, travel and accommodation for annual meeting of the Society of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Birmingham, 13-16.03.16
Vascutek
Registration, travel and accommodation for AATS Aortic Symposium, New York, 12-13.05.16
Vascutek
Registration, travel and accommodation, including meals, to attend annual congress ARVO 2016, 01-05.05.16
Novartis
Accommodation and meals funded to attend Indigo Senior Leaders Forum, 25-27.02.16 at Stoke Park, Buckinghamshire
Indigo
All expenses funded to attend visit to nuclear reactor and production facilities for medical isotopes, Petten, Holland, on 16.02.16
Mallinckrodt
Room hire, refreshments and publicity for patient/public Bladder and Bowel Events (BABE) x 4 per year and BABE exhibition in September 2016
Coloplast
Attended arts evening at Delamore Estate on 05.05.16 at which light refreshments served
QSPM Consultants
On behalf of Trust, accepted £5,520 payable over two years to fund maintenance of six scalp coolers originally gifted in 2008
Walk the Walk Worldwide
Sandwich lunch provided during visit to new company rep to Estover Health Centre
Fresenious Kabi
Registration, accommodation and travel to attend Tissue Viability conference, 20-21.-04.16 in Cardiff
ConvaTec
Dinner on 21.04.16 and opening and study day in Theatre Training Room on 22.04.16
Karl Storz UK
Meal and accommodation for Cystic Fibrosis Clinician Forum meetings, 10/11.03.16 at Mount Somerset Hotel, Lower Henlade, near Taunton
Forest, now part of TEVA
Lunch and coffee for reginal Cystic Fibrosis Clinical Forum meeting, 27.11.15 at Holiday Inn, Taunton
Forest, now part of TEVA
Self and others attended Actavis factory in Barnstaple 19.11.15
Actavis
th
Member of the Journal of Hospital Infection Editorial Board and attended a meeting in London on 26 January 2016 and was paid travel expenses to do so
Journal of Hospital Infection
th
Secretary of the Healthcare Infection Society and attended a Society Meeting in London on 12 February 2016 and was paid travel expenses to do so
Healthcare Infection Society
Secretary of the Healthcare Infection Society and attended a Society Meeting in London on 23rd and 24th February 2016 and was paid travel expenses to do so
Healthcare Infection Society
Department evaluating cardiac monitoring electrodes. As a ‘thank you’ the company will provide educational book to the value of £200
Ambu Ltd
Ahead of the Strategic Contract Review 22.03.16 self and one other attended evening meeting and meal with Indigo Senior Management Team on 21.03.16 at Barbican Kitchen, PlymouIndigo
Transport, accommodation and registration expenses funded to attend aneurysm treatment innovations study day in London, 28.04.16
Medtronic
th
Healthcare Infection Society
Secretary of the Healthcare Infection Society and attended a Society Meeting in London on 6 April 2016 and was paid travel expenses to do so.
Flights, accommodation and food provided to attend Neuromodulation Cadaver Workshop, Budapest, 16-18.03.16.
Boston Scientific
Attendance at SW Pharmacy Forum, Castle Hotel, Taunton, 14-15.04.16. Sponsorship covered accommodation for one night, dinner and subsidiaries conf/forum.
Roche
Self and others attended dinner at Rhodes at the Dome 21.04.16.
Storz
Registration and accommodation at SCTS Conference, Birmingham, 13-15.03.16. Also meal on 13 March.
Maquet
Meal on 14 March 2016 during conference in declaration 43.
Medtronic
Sponsorship from four companies to run South West Home Ventilation Symposium.
Phillips Respironics, B&D Electromedical, ResMed, Portex
Framed picture and bouquet of flowers, est value £25, to mark child's end of treatment.
Not identified
Visited Sweden during w/c11.04.16 as part of national expert working group viewing and advising on developments to ventilators and associated devices.
B&D Electromedical, Breas
Received bottle of wine and thank you gift for presenting at Revalidation Conference.
University of Plymouth
Received bottle of wine and thank you gift for speaking at Global Conference 12/13.04.16.
GS1
Attended rugby match with hospitality at Plymouth Albion on 23.06.16.
Nuffield Health
Self and others each accepted silk scarf from Endoscopy Unit, est. value £9.99 each.
Not identified
Attendance and registration at InterCept 2-16 course, Milan, 21-23.04.16.
LivaNova
Annual declaration covering January to December 2013, including sponsored trips x 2 and other support
Various - see file
15.04.13 talk on HCV screening and treatment to London Joing Working Group on viral hepatitis.
Not identified
20.05.13 talk on HCV treatment in Plymouth.
Merck
HCV Advisory Board meetings x 4
Gilread
HCV Advisory Board meetings x 2 London
Boehringer-Ingelheim
Annual declaration covering January to December 2014, including sponsored trip and other support
Various - see file
11.04.14 talk to European Association for the Study of Liver Disease, London
Not identified
09.06.14 presented at educational day
Janssen
16.09.14 hosted debate during BASL meting
AbbVie
Advisory Board meeting
AbbVie
HCV Advisory Board meetings, London x 2
Declaration covering 1 January 2015 to 31 March 2016, including 3 x sponsored trips and other support
Various - see file
Talk at Bristol 06.02.15
Gilead
Talk at Taunton 26.11.15
Gilead
Talk at Bristol 12.02.16
Gilead
Talk at Taunton 19.03.15
Abbvie
Advisory Board payment 12.05.15
Gilead
Advisory Board payment 20.07.15
Advisory Board payment 24.11.15
Attendance at Osteoporosis London 2016 conference 13.05.16
Lilly and others
Hampers of fruit and sweets accepted from GWR in appreciation for staff response to major incident at Plymouth Station on 03.04.16
GWR
Attendance at Southwest Pharmacy Forum sponsored for one night accommodation and evening meal
Roche Pharmaceuticals
Rep will be visiting pharmacy on 23 May 2016 to run two short training courses and will provide breakfast for staff (subsequently advised 28 staff attended)
Teva
Declaration on behalf of another for site visit to Clonmel, Ireland, 12/13.05.16, flights and accommodation
Boston Scientific
Self and another accepted 2 x iPads on permanent loan following filming of PHNT uisng SafeCare by Allocate, to be used for SafeCare training
Allocate
30.05.14 received travel expenses to attend new born life support course, Exeter
Resus Council
17.11.14 received travel expenses and one night's accommodation to attend NLS coure, Bristol
Resus Council
23.10.15 received travel expenses to attend Step Up to Registrar course, Exeter
South West Deanery
20.11.15 received travel expenses to attend NLS course, Exeter
Resus Council
25-26.01.16 received two nights accommodation to attend course, Bristol
Resus Council
28.04.16 received travel expenses and one night's accommodation to attend Neonatal Forum, Wales
Cheisi
Self and another attended evening meal with Serco on 18.04.16 at Quay 33, Barbican. Serco paid.
Serco
Three x £25 vouchers (from Imagine Office, Plymouth; the Back Centre, Ivybridge; Martin Luck Group, Plymouth) as prizes for International Nurses Day
Imagine office, The Back Centre, Martin Luck Group
Self and others received train tickets from Guildford to London and return, taxis and lunch whilst viewing MRI facilities
Alliance Medical
2 x Radiology Trainees, received free place on cardiac workshop. Course, lunch and refreshments funded
GE Healthcare
Travel expenses/accommodation to speak at Abbott Transformation Forum, Birmingham on 7/8 June 2016. Speaking fee will be returned to the Trust
Abott Transformation
Secretary of Healthcare Infection Society and received travel and accommodation expenses to attend Society's Spring Meeting, Birmingham, 10.05.16
Healthcare Infection Society
Attnded Intuitive Surgical Training Day, 23.05.16 in Marseilles
Not identified
Sponsored attendance at European Association of Cardio-Thoracic surgery in Barcelona, 03-05.10.16
LivaNova
Meal provided, value c£25, at Noodle Lounge by Dr Reddys, a manufacturer of generic medicines, 17.05.16.
Dr Reddys
Lunch for pharmacy staff
Janssen
Attendance at Endovascular Aneurysym Repair Sizing Workshop (date not stated), including travel and subsistence
Gore
12.11.15 attended sponsored training day at Oxford to observe lung ablation
Angiodynamics
March 2016 attended sponsored training days at Albano, Italy, to observe specialit below knee vascular revascularisation
Not identified
April 2016 attended Charing Cross symposium
Gore
Attended 5-6 dinners, all sponsored, between June 2015 and May 2016
Not identified
Attending stenting course in Budapest from 21-23.09.16. Sponsor will fund flights, travel, accommodation and course expenses
Stryker Neurovascular
With another attended networking event hosted by Hoare Lee on 24.05.16 and provided with meal at Royal William Yard
Hoare Lea
Organising study day on 14.07.16 to be supported by Effentora, who will provide food, literature on product and modest stationery
Effentora
Attended sponsored course at Poundbury Cancer Institute, 25-26.05.16, regarding ALK, a treatment for lung cancer
Merck
Declaration on behalf of Estover Health Centre: 04.05.16 sandwich lunch provided by rep visiting to give update on products
Nestle
Declaration on behalf of Estover Health Centre: 16.05.16 sandwich lunch provided by rep visiting to give update on products
Nutricia
Declaration on behalf of Estover Health Centre: 31.05.16 sandwich/salad lunch provided by rep visiting to discuss home enteral feeding
Abbott
April 2015 attended and taught at European Association of Bronchology & Intenventional Pulmonology Conference, Barcelona. Accommodation received.
EFER
May 2015 lectured on lung cancer at Africa & Middle East Oncology Forum. Sponsor paid for travel, accommodation and speaking fee
Pfizer
Attended lunchtime meeting on 16 June 2016 where lunch was provided by Abbvie
Abbvie
Attended lunchtime meeting on 16 June 2016 where lunch was provided by Abbvie
Abbvie
Secretary of Healthcare Infection Society and received travel expenses to attend Society Council meeting, London, 15.06.16
Healthcare Infection Society
10.03.16 stayed overnight and had three meals at Mount Somerset Hotel, Henlade, near Taunton to attend forum on cystic fibrosis
Actavis (previously Forrest Labs)
05.03.15 stayed overnight and had three meals at Mount Somerset Hotel, Henlade, near Taunton to attend forum on cystic fibrosis
Actavis (previously Forrest Labs)
No record kept but stayed twice at an hotel near Exeter
Actavis (previously Forrest Labs)
Will be attending immunology forum meeting at the Royal Society, London on 23-24.06.16 organised by Biotest, who will fund accommodation and travel
Biotest
Invited to provide a lecture series in South Africa in January 2016. Given accommodation and travael. Honorarium promosed for four lectures but not yet paid
GE
Confirmed from letter from Janssen that payment was made on 27.11.15 to South West Hepatology Support Group for an event at Mount Somerset Hotel
Janssen
ENTRY DELETED - STAFF MEMBER DECLARED ATTENDANCE AT AT EVENT WHICH SUBSEQUENTLY DID NOT TAKE PLACE
Professional development/study pulmonary hypertension for two days in July at Papworth Hospital funded by PH from an unrestricted grant from Actelion.
Actelion
On 1 June 2016 sandwich lunch and fruit provided by rep in visit to update staff on new products
Nutricia
Self and another attended a networking evening on 14.07.16 hosted by HLM Architects at which food and drink were provided
HLM Architects
Attended World Congress on Gastrointestinal Cancer, 29 June to 2 July, Barcelona, fully sponsored by Servier
Servier
Attended Cochlear BAHA Power training day on 28 June 2016 in London. Travel funded by Cochlear
Cochlear
Attended international conference 'Controversies in Ophthalmology, Warsaw, 31 March to 2 April 2016. Sponsored by Bayer
Bayer
Self and another attended an endocrinology course, 7-8 July 2016 funded and organised by Sandoz
Sandoz
Attended neuromodulation course, 18/19 June 2016 in Budapest. All costs paid for by Nevro.
Nevro
End of Term' gift of bottle of Pimms to self, six bottles of beer to X and six bottles of beer to X as thank you for use of hydrotherapy pool
Turtle Tots
Urology MDT annual business meeting on 21 July 2016 included an evening meal at Rose & Crown, Yealmpton sponsored by pharmaceutical company
Medivation
Following attendance at event, won free place on three day legionella risk mangement training course, at usual cost of £1250 + VAT
Hydrop ECS
Train travel and accommodation funded by NHS Professionals to attend quarterly NHSP client board meeting in London, date not specified.
NHS Professionals
With another, funding from Edwards Lifescience to attend Nyon, Switzerland for training course 5/6.09.16
Edwards Lifesciences
With another, attending Hulley & Kirkwood (suppliers) networking event, with canapes and drinks, at annaul firework competition 16.08.16
Hulley & Kirkwood
Software provider, Allocate, sponsored table for 8 (unamed) staff to attend Nursing Times Awards on 26.10.16. Travel and accommodation funded by Trust.
Allocate
Received sandwich lunch from MSD on 20.07.16.
MSD (Merck)
Received £10 W H Smith token and £20 various stores token from patients as expression of thanks at close of long running study.
Donors not identified
Self and another accepted sandwhich lunch from Serco during course of meeting.
Serco
Accepted £15 gift card for patient as expression of thanks for care received. Would buy biscuits/sweets for the ward with this.
Donor not identified
Declaration of behalf of Estover Health Centre: 03.08.16 sandwich lunch provided by visiting rep to update on paediatric products.
Nestle
Accepted pair Laura Ashley earrings and bubble bath from a patient as expression of thanks for long term care.
Donor identified
Made declaration on behalf of two others who received hotel accommodation to attend Heart Rhythm Congress, Birmingham, 09-12.10.16
Boston Scientific
Made declaration on behalf of another who received hotel accommodation to attend Heart Rhythm Congress, Birmingham, 09-12.10.16
Levonova
Made declaration on behalf of another sponsored to visit factory in Galway for education purposes 19-20.10.16
Medtronic
Made declaration on behalf of another of sponsorship, est. value £445, to attend factory tour in Conmel, Ireland on 04.10.16.
Boston Scientific
Accepted travel, accommodation and registration to attend 2nd Annual Pan-European BGeCOn Summit on 15.09.16.
Teva UK
Accepted travel, accommodation, course fees and meals to attend clinical interventional neuroradiological course 30.09.16 at the Walton Centre.
Stryker Neurovascular
Accepted £10 Marks & Spencer voucher from patient as expression of thanks for care received.
Donor not identified
Attendance and registration at the Improving Outcomes seminar, Mirandola, Italy on 06.09.16 facilited by LivaNova.
LivaNova
Accepted speaker/chairman honorarium, plus travel, accommodation and food to attend Advances in Shoulder Arthroscopy course, 04-05.10.16 in Cambridge.
Stryker UK
Accepted grant of £210 to attend training course in Birmingham, 28.09.16 to learn new techniques.
Bard
Accepted bottle of wine from Scott Health and Medical College as a thank you for working at the prospective student open day.
Scott College
Attendance at Adjunctive Devices Course in Budapest, 20-21.10.16 funded by Stryker
Stryker
Self and another will attend Building Forum Devon & Cornwall on 11.10.16 as guests of Hurlstone.
Hurltone/Hully & Kirkwood
Registration fee for attendance at ESPEN (nutrition conference) in Copenhagen, 17-20.09.16, and meal, funded by Fresenius Kabi
Fresenious Kabi
Travel, registration and accommodation at ESID/INGID/IPOPI, in Barcelona (note date given) funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals
Shire Pharmaceuticals
Travel, registration and accommodation to attend Global HAE Forum, Warsaw, in November funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals
Shire Pharmaceuticals
Registration, travel and accmmodation funded by Grifols to attend European Society for Immune Deficiency, Barcelona, two days in September
Grifols
Course fees and accommodation covered by Merck Serrono to attend Fertility Nurse Specialist Conference in Brighton, 12-14.10.16
Merck Serrono
Declaration of behalf of Estover Health Centre: 08.09.16 sandwhich lunch provided by visiting rep to update on products.
SMA Nutrition
Honorarium paid for delivering a lecture at an education meeting in Bristol on 11.10.16
Jazz Pharmaceuticals
Sponsored attendance at a training meeting for extra-corporeal photophoresis in Vienna 09-10.11.2016 funded by Therakos Ltd and Mallinkrodt Pharmaceuticals
Therakos Ltd/Mallinkrodt Pharmaceuticals
Attended British Oncology Pharmacy Association Annual Symposium, Manchester 14-16.10.16. Amgen funded registration, travel, food, accommodation
Amgen
Self, and others invited by UAE Ministry of Health to teach newborn life support. Ministry paid flights, accommodation and food. Dates not given.
UAE Ministry of Health
Attendance and registration at Society of Clinical Perfusion Scientists Annual Conference, 21-22.10.16 facilitated by Medtronic
Medtronic
Advisory meetings x 2 Chicago, October 2016. The Medicines Company funded air fare/2 nights accommodation. Maruishi funded 3 nights accommodation.
The Medicines Company/Maruishi
26.10.16 attended dinner hosted by Thieme, publishers of European Journal of Ultrasound, in Leipzig as UK rep of EFSUMB Board of Delegates.
Thieme
Box of chocolates on 17.10.16 from patient's wife as a thank you.
Patient known but not identified
Confectionery and biscuits 28.10.16 from patient as a thank you.
Patient known but not identified
Card and £10 gift voucher 28.10.16 from patient as a thank you.
Patient known but not identified
18-19.08.16 attended workshop in London at the CBRE offices. Travel, dinner, accommodation and lunch funded by Wharfside
Wharfside
07.09.16 visited Wrightlington Hospital as guest of Wharfside, who paid for flight, breakfast and working lunch
Wharfside
Self and another to attend annual building forum dinner on 11.11.16 as guests of Sweett Group and Kier
Sweett Group/Kier
Self and another to attend annual building forum dinner on 11.11.16 as guests of Sweett Group, with whom PHNT is working on Lightwell Theatre Project
Sweett Group
Lunch at Biogen Health Economic meeting on Biosimilars at Holiday Inn, Regents Park, London on 22.11.16. Trust covering travel, no attendance fee
Biogen
Self and others toured Plessi factory on 06.09.16 and lunch was provided
Plessi
Self and others attended Allocate Conference 13-14.10.16. Allocate funded tickets, accommodation, meals.
Allocate
Declaration on behalf of Estover Health Centre: 05.10.16 Vitaflow rep provided sandwiches when briefing on products
Vitaflow
Accommodation at Anthony Nolan clinical retreat, 13.10.16 provided by the Anthony Nolan Charity
Anthony Nolan Charity
Speaking fee for bone marrow transplant education meeting funded by Jazz Pharmaceuticals
Jazz Pharmaceuticals
Advisory board fees funded by Jazz Pharmaceuticals
Jazz Pharmaceuticals
Self and another attended The Herald's City and Waterfront Awards as guests of the Editor. Gold Dust was charity chosen at the evening
The Herald
Medtronic have renewed a year's contract to sit on nursing board, paying attendance, travel and overnight accommodation if needed
Metronic
Coloplast and Torax sponsoring majority of expenses to attend Pelvic Floor Society evening 25-27.01.17
Coloplast and Torax
Wellspect funding attendance, accommodation and travel for two day seminar they are running in Sweden, 15-16.03.17
Wellspect
Self and others visiting James Cook Hospital 23.11.16 to evaludate Xray equipment. Siemens funding flights and accommodation
Siemens
Self and others visiting GE equipment on 14.12.16 as part of tender process
GE
Attended dinner 17.11.16 at Duke of Cornwall hotel, Plymouth, organised by Oliver Colvile MP to dsicuss iron deficiency anaemia in Devon
Not identified
Self and others received a working lunch from Bbraun Medical 22.11.16
Bbraun Medical
Sandwich lunch for nurses c15 on 29.11.16 from TEVA
Teva
Sandwich lunch for nurses c15 on 07.12.16 from Grunenthal
Grunenthal
Grunenthal funding lunch at Palliative/EOL study day for c 40 attendees on 09.02.17
Grunenthal
Self and another received Christmas lunch from Allocate Software on 30.11.16 during regular user group meeting
Allocate Software
Accepted £20 gift voucher from patient in appreciation of care received
Patient known but not identified
Guest speaker at HPE Discover London 2016 event and Hewlett Packard Enterprise paid for flights, parking, accommodation and transfers
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Attended two study days in Birmingham organised and paid for by ResMed 24-25.11.16. ResMed funded two nights accommodation.
ResMed
Department accepted £20 M&S voucher to buy chocolates for the staff from a research study sponsor
Not identified
Attended HSJ Awards in London on 23.11.16 as guest of GS1. Accepted meal and overnight accommodation/breakfast
GS1
Sponsorship of £75 to attend National Immunoglobulin meeting 09.12.16
Alcura
Accepted bottle of wine as Christmas gift from Symbios
Symbios
Overnight stay 10.11.16 and two meals at Deer Park Hotel, Buckerell village, Honiton 10.11.16 paid for by Teva to attend cystic fibrosis forum
Teva (previously Actavis)
Declaration made on behalf of another for £25 gift voucher accepted from client in appreciation of help and support given
House of Fraser
Flight and accommodation funded by Biosense Webster Inc, course organiser, to attend 16 Annual Scientific Sessions, The Hague
Biosence Webster
On order gift cards for fundholders from Debenhams, received £15 complementry gift card which was included as prize in department Christmas draw
Debenhams
Sponsored to attend American Society of Nephrologists conference in Philadephia in 2011
Not identified
Sponsored to attend ESOT conference in Prague in 2012
Not identified
Received expenses from Renal Assoication to give annual talk at Renal Association at University of Oxford - no date given
Renal Assoication
Received honorarium from Bayer for a talk at SW Cardiology Primary Care meeting UK 2016 - no date given
Bayer
Part sponsored by Astellas to attend American Society of Nephrologists conference in USA 2016 - no date given
Astellas
On behalf of Procurement, provided details of donations/gifts from suppliers for raffling among staff with proceeds to Trust's Gold Dust Appeal
Various - see file
Travel and hotel accommodation provided by St Jude Medical to attend US Heart Rhythm Society, San Francisco -3-08.05.16
St Jude Medical
Travel expenses from Daiichi Sankyo UK Ltd to attend European Society of Cardiology meeting in London, August 2016
Daiichi Sankyo UK Ltd
Honorarium paid for presentation and attendance at European Cardiothoracic Surgical Society meeting, 02-03.10.16 by Cardiosolutions Ltd
Cardiosolutions Ltd
Meeting honoraria and travel expenses paid under consultancy agreement with Cardiosolutions Ltd, 01.06.16
Cardiosolutions Ltd
Consultancy payments and expenses for the PHNT Stickycath UK Ltd catheter development project 02.10.16.
Not identified
Meals and overnight accommodation 04.03.16 to teach on AOUK Hand Faculty meeting
AOUK
Received Musculosketal MRI book worth £163.77 as Christmas gift from Radiology Reporting online
Radiology Reporting Online
Accepted travel mugs for self and others from City Sprint
City Sprint
Unrestricted support to attend American Society of Nephrology, Chicago, 16-21.11.16 - registration, travel and accommodation paid direct
Otsuka
Received payment from Otsuka for contributing to two advisory boards on introducing use of tolvaptan in polycystic kidney disease
Otsuka
Department accepted box of chocolates from patient in appreciation of help received
Not identified
07.12.16 sandwich and salad lunch provided by Fresenius rep whilst briefing on products
Fresenius
13.12.16 sandwich and salad lunch provided by Abbott rep whilst briefing on products
Abbott
On 20.04.15 gave talk for Arrhythmia Alliance - no fee
On 09.06.15 gave talk at British Cardiac Society conference - no fee
On 22.09.16 gave AF talk at Future Inn, Plymouth and received fee from Pfizer/BMS
Pfizer/BMS
On 17.11.15 gave talk to Plymouth Sessional GPs meeting and received fee from Bayer
Bayer
On 19.11.15 gave talk to Knowle House Surgery and received fee from Pfizer/BMS
Pfizer/BMS
On 22.01.16 gave talk to Tavyside Surgery and received fee from Pfizer/BMS
Pfizer/BMS
On 25.01.16 gave talk to Friary Surgery and received fee from Pfizer/BMS
On 26.01.16 gave talk to Lostwithiel Surgery and received fee from Pfizer/BMS
Pfizer/BMS
On 18.03.16 chaired AF meeting in Barcelonaand received honorarium for doing so
Not stated
On 12.04.16 gave talk to Pathfinder Practice and received fee from Pfizer/BMS
Pfizer/BMS
On 21.04.16 gave talk to Callington Practice and received fee from Boehringer
Boehringer
On 25.04.16 gave talk to AZ sales force re Ticagrelor and received fee from AZ
Astra Zeneca
On 11.05.16 attended Advisory Board for Daiichi Sankyo and received fee
Daiichi Sankyo UK Ltd
On 06.06.16 gave talk to British Cardiac Society Conference - no fee
On 26.08.16 attended ESC Annual Conference in Rome sponsored by Astra Zeneca
Astra Zeneca
On 29.08.16 attended Advisory Board for BMS and received fee
BMS
On 03.10.16 gave talk to Launceston surgery and received fee from Boehringer
Boehringer
On 06.10.16 gave ESC trial update to the department
On 15.11.16 gave talk to Devonport Surgery - no fee/sponsor declared
On 19.11.16 chaired 'Evolve' GP meeting in Newquay - no fee/sponsor declared

PAID WORK/HONORARIA

Honorarium £750
Honorarium £500
£2,750
£2,000
Honorarium £500
Honorarium £1,500
Honararium £1,200
£1,000
£2,000
Honorarium £750
Honorarium £500
Honorarium £750
Honorarium £1,125
£750
£750
£700

£500

Euro 2,500

£450
£400
£450
£450
£450
£450
£963
£450
£500
£500
£1,050

£550
£500

NOTES

